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7th December 2020 

Circular 2020-39 

 

COVID-19 & Bowls in WP 

The Executive of WP Bowls is deeply concerned about the increase in the 

number of Clubs reporting members with positive tests for the COVID-19 virus 

in the last two weeks. Of particular concern has been the spread of infection 

between Clubs. 

 

As we are sure every member is aware, the rate of infection in the Western 

Cape is rising rapidly and the number of active cases is fast approaching what 

will be a new peak. We are at risk of having the government step in to 

introduce new rules about our sport if we do not take action ourselves. 

 

We strongly urge every Club, and every bowler, to carefully evaluate the risk of 

any event, including tournaments, social bookings, practice games, etc. Where 

there is a high risk of infection, consider cancelling or postponing the event. 

 

Of particular concern is the traditional drinks and socialising after bowls. Clubs 

are urged to encourage their members to not congregate in groups - 

particularly indoors.  

 

Suggested steps to implement include: 

 

Ask members to arrive in time for their games and then leave straight 

afterwards. 

Review your hygiene protocols and strengthen them if necessary (e.g. 

sanitising mats, surfaces, restrooms, etc). 

Cancel or postpone events which involve interaction with members from 

different Clubs. 

 



While we do not want to place unnecessary financial strain on our Clubs, we do 

see the health of our members as an absolute priority. We all need to take 

steps to reverse the trend of infections that we have seen at Clubs over the 

past two weeks and ask you all to work with us in this regard. There is no 

doubt that if we do not do something ourselves, there is a distinct likelihood 

that the government will do so for us. 

 

Please note that we are also currently reviewing policies and procedures with 

regard to the upcoming WP Competitions and will communicate with Clubs on 

this matter in the coming weeks. 

 

Please stay safe and healthy! 

 

  
  
WPB Executive 

 


